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At this time, our rulers are rolling back restrictions because they have determined that
their COVID policies are a political liability; and also because people increasingly are
just refusing to go along with the nonsense. It is important that we not breathe a sigh
of relief and assume that we are on the pathway to full restoration of our freedoms and
putting this episode behind us. That is clearly not happening at all. The members of
cabal that did this to us are going to strike again – and again and again if needed - in
order to get their way.
Fear has been an effective tool for getting people to give up their rights and follow
directions, so most likely it will be used again. And there is some evidence that HIV
might be the virus that will be the subject of a renewed effort to terrify people.
In December 2021, several UK agencies announced a new action plan called “Towards
Zero: the HIV Action Plan for England – 2022-2025.”1 A few days later, Joe Biden
announced that the White House was committed to a plan to “end the HIV/AIDS
epidemic by 2030.”2 And in early February, Prince Harry (good friend of the globalists)
advised everyone to “know your status” and “go and get a test” for HIV. According to
the Prince, normalizing testing can help to end new cases of HIV by 2030.3
A new HIV variant has been discovered in the Netherlands, and supposedly over 100
people have been diagnosed with this variant already. Additionally, some people are
claiming that DNA from HIV is in the COVID vaccines and that the COVID vaccines
might lead to HIV infection. Yet others are claiming that COVID vaccines might cause
AIDS by damaging immune function.
People on both sides of the issue are making incorrect claims, and both sides are
scaring people. While we should remain on high alert concerning the criminals in charge
of our healthcare system and government, people should not be concerned about HIV,
and in most cases AIDS.
Misunderstandings About HIV and AIDS
First, HIV does not cause AIDS. The misunderstandings about this issue are complex
and are covered in detail in a 10-module course that we offer on this topic. I’ll attempt
to summarize a few important points here.
The “HIV causes AIDS” theory was promoted during the 1980s and 90s by none other
than Anthony Fauci and a group of unethical public health officials at the National
Institutes of Health, the Centers for Disease Control, and state and local health
departments. The events of that time bear resemblance to what the entire world has

experienced during the last two years with COVID-19. The public was told that there
would be a worldwide epidemic, that all people were at equal risk, that the virus was
spread through sexual intercourse, and that millions of people were going to die.
People were legitimately frightened, and HIV testing became common. Some officials
promoted the idea that all healthcare workers should be tested – regularly. Contact
tracing and reporting to government agencies was instituted. Ordering “positive” people
to be quarantined was considered. Over 50 countries including the U.S. instituted
immigration and tourism restrictions on infected people. Congress allocated billions of
dollars for hospitals, clinics, and non-profit organizations.4 Over $7 billion was spent by
the federal government in 1994 alone.
But the hypothesis was incorrect. Even as evidence showing this to be the case became
more and more clear, health officials failed to adjust the hypothesis which led to more
and more wrong assumptions and decisions. HIV turned out to be a “passenger virus”
that was harmless, and AIDS was not a transmissible disease, but rather affected
certain populations of people. Most people dying of AIDS-type diseases were never
infected with HIV.
Here is some information that support these claims
 Men are 10 times more likely to develop AIDS than women; gay men are much
more likely than straight men. While viral susceptibility varies, the variation is
generally due to factors like health status and age, not gender and sexual
preference.
 Farr’s Law: infectious diseases spread exponentially and then decline. They are
stopped by lack of new people to infect or by herd immunity like seasonal flu.
The trajectory looks much like a bell curve.5 HIV did not follow his pattern.
Approximately one in 250 Americans has been HIV-positive since it could be
detected in 1984 – the infection rate has remained the same.6
 AIDS also did not behave like a typical infectious disease either. Incidence
increased steadily over a 15-year period. It did not explode and did not decline
due to herd immunity. Its trajectory was more like lung cancer which increased
steadily due to a lifestyle habit – smoking.7
 When it was apparent that an HIV/AIDS epidemic was not developing as
projected, the CDC started increasing the number of AIDS-defining diseases in
order to increase the number of AIDS patients. Low T-cell counts in
asymptomatic people could be called AIDS. Cervical cancer was called cervical
cancer UNLESS the woman was HIV-positive and then it was called AIDS.
Tuberculosis was TB UNLESS the patient was HIV positive and then it was called
AIDS.8
 Thirty percent of the population of sub-Saharan Africa was HIV positive but in
one ten-year period only 250,000 cases of AIDS were reported to the WHO.9
 In Zaire – three million people were people infected, but only a few hundred
patients developed AIDS10




Uganda - one million people were infected, but only a few hundred patients
developed AIDS.11
Yet in the U.S., the numbers were totally different - out of one million HIV
positive cases, 400,000 people developed AIDS.12

The inconstancies are impossible to reconcile. In some cases, inconsistencies
disappeared due to scientific misconduct. When 4621 clinically diagnosed AIDS patients
who were not HIV positive showed up in a data set, instead of giving up on the
HIV/AIDS hypothesis, Fauci invented a new disease – idiopathic CD4lymphocytompenia. This allowed Fauci to hide this very inconvenient data set.13
.
The bottom line – HIV does not cause AIDS. AIDS, or acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome develops in people who engage in particular lifestyle habits. In the 1980s and
1990s it affected promiscuous people who had habits such as multiple or even
hundreds of sexual partners; and people who abused recreational drugs and alcohol.
There is more to the story, ten slide sets and lectures worth – but this overview
provides some insight.
Scaring People About HIV in 2022
People who are claiming that the vaccines can cause recipients to get the “AIDS virus”
are making false claims. There is no “AIDS virus,” and being HIV-positive does not
mean much, just as testing positive for SARS-CoV-2 does not mean much either.
Now, let’s circle back to the Netherlands and the claim that over 100 people have been
infected with a new HIV variant. This has been represented as a new development,
most likely to scare people. But it’s not. The 109 patients with the variant are part of an
observational cohort called the AIDS Therapy Evaluation in the Netherlands (ATHENA)
study.14 These subjects had the variant dating back to 1992 and did not know it. Some
researchers claim that it is more contagious and more virulent, but based on the
information I’ve provided, this may not be significant. Even those making these claims
admit that medications can stop transmission and reduce the chance of severe illness.15
Summary
Fear is being generated in many ways:
 It is possible that both infection with SARS-CoV-2 and/or the vaccines can result
in testing [positive for HIV. In most cases this does not mean anything.
 HIV does not cause AIDS, but it is possible that the vaccines can weaken or
destroy the immune system which could lead to developing AIDS, particularly in
people who do not take care of themselves, are overweight, medicated, and
have co-morbidities. This would be a good time to adopt good habits, lose
weight and regain your health if you are concerned about this.





Based on past behavior, it would not be surprising if the criminals in charge try
to scare people with claims that HIV is spreading and millions of people are
going to die of AIDS. Testing and contact tracing and quarantines and lockdowns
will be the most likely response.
The other side will spread the same false story about HIV and AIDS, but will
attribute the cause to COVID and COVID vaccines.

Let’s take a deep breath and hope that factual information and reason will prevail this
time.
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